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Cleveland Browns Struggling Hoyer Loses a Tough One
Should The Browns Have Started Manziel?

Stockton, 08.12.2014, 00:30 Time

USPA NEWS - Hoyer struggles and it cost the Cleveland Browns the game. The first half I could pretty much tell that Hoyer wasn't the
answer for the browns. Even though he made some tough play and moved the team down the field to put points up. 

What a great opportunity the browns just blew after the loss to the Colts. But it´s probably too late for the Browns, who fell to 7-6 and
are in bad shape in the AFC playoff race after dropping a game they should have won. The only reason the Browns were even in this
game was because of there defense. Its now time to make the change and see if Johnny Maziel can get them to the playoff. Even
though I am not sold on Maziel I do think he gives the Browns the best chance to win going forward. If they do not make the change
and stick with Brian Hoyer the season will be lost, that's if its not already lost.

Manziel may get the start next week? It´s possible. Maybe Manziel would have struggled too on Sunday and the result would have
been the same. But, thanks to the defense being so good and the coach being unwilling to make a tough decision because of it, we´ll
never know. The reality is that Cleveland had a chance to win this week in spite of Hoyer, not because of him. When the Browns
needed their offense, it vanished. The result: a heartbreaking 25-24 loss to the Colts that leaves their playoff hopes fading ... and their
2015 plans at QB still a complete mystery.
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